
Through the Eyes of a Soldier

During the battle much of the fighting

occurred in the forest. The landscape and

topography became an integral part of the

battle tactics and how each side approached

the battle.

At that time, portions of the forest would have

been very dense with low visibility. The

soldiers had to come within feet of each other

in order to get an accurate shot without hitting

any trees.

The British were accustomed to engaging their

enemies with straight lines, but because the

forest was so dense they had to abandon this

tactic at times to move

around trees and through

the forest. Both armies

had cannons that they had

to drag through the

woods, across creeks, and

up hills. The trees made

battle more difficult for

everyone because they

had to fight around them.

This drawing represents

what the soldiers had to

carry through the trees.

Maneuvering with all of

their equipment would

be difficult through the

thick woods.

A Threat to this History

Invasive plants can be a treat to the natural

story around us. An invasive species becomes

a problem when it pushes native vegetation

out of its habitat, preventing growth and re-

seeding of native plants. An invasive plant is

typically a non-native or "exotic" species that

was brought to the area from a foreign place.

During the 18th and 19th centuries, many

plants were brought to North America for

their beauty or for potential agricultural use.

Even if the species have been here for many

years, they may still pose threats to native

plants. Today many plants that are used to

make our lawns more elaborate are foreign to

this area. These plants may then compete for

space and resources with native plant options.

Our mission within the park today is to return

the vegetation in the forests back to their

state at the time of the American Revolution.

In order to protect the species around us, at

Gullford Courthouse, we conduct projects and

studies to eliminate invasive plants to restore

our local environment.
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